Triad Technology Partners Expands ServiceNow Offering with Powerful Business
Intelligence from Northcraft Analytics
Platform independent suite of BI applications to provide visibility into value of IT for customers
BETHESDA, MD – March 6, 2014 –Triad Technology Partners, a leading provider of cloud
solutions for enterprise IT, today announced their partnership with Northcraft Analytics, a
platform-independent BI application and services company focused on providing customers with
powerful analytics to drive discussions around the value of IT within their organization.
Northcraft Analytics’ suite of applications were built on a standard Microsoft BI infrastructure,
delivering success for companies of all sizes, across multiple industries. Public Sector customers
can now purchase solutions from Northcraft Analytics on Triad’s GSA schedule, providing eligible
organizations with further cost savings on the application suite.
As a leader in delivering innovative IT Service Management and Enterprise Asset Management
solutions, Triad Technology Partners has built a reputation for being a customer-focused and
results-driven services provider for both public sector and commercial customers. Northcraft
Analytics complements Triad’s offering with a suite of easy to deploy business intelligence
applications that work with both Excel and SharePoint to provide exceptional analytics
capabilities designed to demonstrate value through a series of KPIs and dashboards.
“Triad is thrilled to expand our partner ecosystem with solutions from Northcraft Analytics,” said
Bridget Dunnington, CEO of Triad Technology Partners. “Our ServiceNow customers can now
provide visibility into their ITSM projects, demonstrating the value they bring to the organization
at large. The suite of BI applications from Northcraft not only makes this possible, it delivers
comprehensive dashboards and metrics for the executive suite both quickly and easily. This is
going to be a game changer for our customers and we look forward to a long partnership with
Northcraft.”

About Triad Technology Partners
Triad Technology Partners, LLC is a woman-owned small business dedicated to providing
exceptional software and services to public sector and commercial clients. For more information
about Triad Technology Partners’ innovative technology and services solutions, please visit
http://www.triadtechpartners.com.
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